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ABSTRACT

Semantic Audio is an emerging field in the intersection of signal processing, machine learning, knowledge representation and ontologies, unifying techniques involving audio analysis and the Semantic Web. These mechanisms
enable the creation of new applications and user experiences for music communities. We present a case study
focussing on what Semantic Audio can offer to a specific fan base, that of the Grateful Dead, characterised by a
profoundly strong affinity with technology and the internet. We discuss an application that combines information
drawn from existing platforms and results from the automatic analysis of audio content to infer higher-level musical
information, providing novel user experiences particularly in the context of live music events.

1

Introduction

Music communities are undoubtedly among the best
exemplars showing how the internet, and the Web in
particular, has become a fabric of our social lives, as
Castells remarks in his book about the tremendous impact this technology had on society [1]. On music and
video platforms, community sites and public archives
fans and artists can publish musical content and information about it, as well as browse, listen to, discuss,
and rate other people’s content. Many such platforms
exist that artist or fans can use to forge communities,
but there are usually no immediate connections between them, even though they often represent the same
entities. Therefore, it can be tedious to find and aggregate information in order to support new ways of
exploring or experiencing these data.
In this engineering brief we discuss the potential of
semantic web and semantic audio technologies in order
to aggregate and link information from various sources

and infer new connections between the represented
entities, including audio material. In particular, we
describe the concepts behind a prototypical web application focussing on the Grateful Dead, motivated by
the continuous scholarly interest in the band’s history,
regarding both their music, as well as their cultural
impact [2, 3]. Our application can be used to navigate
live recordings and experience them in conjunction
with trivia and memorabilia, such as images or scans
of artefacts.
We show how relevant material can be gathered and
made accessible through a common platform using
Semantic Web technologies and how Semantic Audio technology can change the way such material is
explored in a meaningful way, based on links established between cultural resources and audio content.
We also discuss our specific data model which is based
on and incorporates existing ontologies that specialise
on the representation of audio feature data. We then
discuss the features and architecture of the Web appli-
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cation, which facilitates an audio-visual exploration of
the gathered material, juxtaposing audio, text, images,
and artefacts about specific moments in the history of
the Grateful Dead. We discuss what we can find out
using audio-based queries and finally we summarise
how the combination of these resources and technologies provide new experiences for Grateful Dead fans
and empower music communities at large.

distributed “database”. However, to enable querying
or reasoning over these data, we need languages that
describe the shared meaning of RDF graphs, in other
words, represent knowledge about the entities described
in data sets. This role is fulfilled by ontologies, which
provide a mechanism to express a shared conceptualisation, much like a database schema, but with precise
logical structure.

2

2.3

2.1

Background
(Re-)Experiencing Live Music Events

In a time of crisis for recorded music where albums
and songs are made available online and pirated, live
music gains ever more importance for providing the
audience with a unique, personalised, communal and
participatory experience [4]. With digital technology
and the social web, there are increasingly many ways
in which listeners can participate in live music events
by immediately sharing images, videos and recordings
online and by communicating about it. Even when not
physically there, people can participate in the experience via live feeds and audio and video streams, and
subsequently revisit and discuss the event and uploaded
recordings.
On platforms such as myspace, bandcamp, soundcloud,
or youtube, as well as public archives such as the Live
Music Archive or DBpedia, fans and artists can publish
musical content and information about it, as well as
browse, listen to, discuss, and rate other people’s content. The platforms’ functionality is usually based on
text database search and user-made tags and http links
between pages and to other platforms.
2.2

Semantic Web and Linked Data

The Semantic Web aims to bring intelligence to the
Web by allowing machines to reason about Web content. With the proliferation of media content on the
Web, representing information about audio is just as
important as processing and linking text documents.
The first step towards this goal is to represent information in a machine interpretable format. A stack of
technologies have been proposed for building the Semantic Web. The Resource Description Framework
(RDF) is a data model for describing statements using (subject, predicate, object) triples. These form
an RDF graph when combined. When the elements
of RDF statements are identified by uniform resource
identifiers (URI), we obtain an interlinked, globally

Semantic Audio

Audio and especially music content analysis technologies are providing high-level metadata descriptors such
as musical chords and tempo. They facilitate contentbased management of audio recordings and enable interacting with audio content in human terms. These
techniques are frequently used in recommendation as
well as personal information management systems already. Typical algorithms use a time-frequency representation of audio from which mid or high level features
are derived that correspond to perceptual attributes or
musically meaningful descriptors of the content. For instance, we can use these technologies to identify structural segments in music or find similar sounding audio
tracks in an archive of live concerts. Semantic Audio
combines audio analyses with structured knowledge
representation using ontologies, in order to enable complex applications where content-based metadata as well
as editorial and social metadata is used in tandem.
2.4

Related and Previous Work

Multiple platforms exist for browsing Grateful Dead
concert recordings. The Grateful Dead collection of the
Internet Archive1 contains audience-made and soundboard recordings of Grateful Dead concerts. The collection consists of more than 11,000 items recorded on
over 2,000 dates spanning with large number of shows
available in multiple versions. The archive provides
digital transfers of the recordings, and allows user to
give ratings and comment on the shows. The Grateful Dead Archive Online (GDAO)2 , is a socially constructed collection of digitised items drawn from the
UCSC Library’s extensive Grateful Dead Archive. It includes decorated fan envelopes, fanzines, photographs,
posters, radio interviews, tickets, t-shirts, and videos,
and links to concert recordings in the LMA. It is designed to provide the network of fans with social media
tools to tag, comment, upload and share digital files,
1 https://archive.org/details/GratefulDead&tab=about
2 https://www.gdao.org
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and to share memories and knowledge with the aim
of constructing a community-generated educational resource. The Jerry Garcia Website3 provides visual
timelines of the musician’s life and bands he played
with. It features interactive maps that let the user follow
several Grateful Dead tours also linking to LMA audio
content.

Semantic audio applications for music archives

3.2

Data Model

The data model for the Web application reuses various existing Semantic Web ontologies. These include
the Music Ontology [10], the Timeline Ontology4 , the
Event Ontology5 , and the Studio Ontology [11].
event:Event

The etree linked data service publishing LMA metadata
via a SPARQL endpoint is described in [5]. In previous
work we supplemented the database with audio feature
data within the CALMA project [6]. We presented a
system that aligns and clusters individual songs from
different recordings of a given concert based on various
audio characteristics and editorial metadata. It creates
an immersive virtual space that can be imported into
a multichannel Web or mobile application allowing
listeners to navigate the space using interface controls
or mobile device sensors [7] [8]. We introduced parts
of the data model we further discuss in this engineering
brief in [9], and described the automatic generation of a
reference timeline for different recordings of the same
concert.

show/concert event, e.g. "Grateful Dead Live
at Merriweather Post Pavilion on 1985-07-01”

event:sub_event

mo:Performance
mo:produced_sound

mo:Sound

Exploring the Grateful Dead on the
Semantic Web

3.1

Web Application and User Experience

The application is based on several views, each of
which presents the users with the aggregated information about a given topic. The main view is based on
concerts and shows all available recordings along with
information about the venue and location, weather, images, and memorabilia. Each of those categories also
have their own views, for instance the venue view lists
all concerts played at that particular venue along with
some detailed information.
In addition to this, there are also several special audio
modes which can be entered for every concert. In the
compare recordings mode users see a visualisation of
all temporally aligned recordings of the concert and can
switch between them to investigate them. The immersive concert mode plays back a spatialised rendering
of a concert, based on audio similarity, in which the listener can move around to explore. Finally, the compare
versions mode juxtaposes the versions of a song played
at different concerts and visualises their characteristics.
3 http://jerrygarcia.com

etree:Concert

mo:recorded_in

mo:Recording
mo:produced_signal

:referenceTimeline

optional source/lineage
details with
Studio Ontology

mo:Signal
mo:sampled_version

mo:DigitalSignal
:ReferenceTimeline

mo:time

event:sub_event

tl:Interval
tl:timeline
timeline of complete
concert recording

tl:Timeline

tl:timeline

tl:timeline

etree:Track

tl:Interval

etree:audio
mo:time

3
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Fig. 1: Partial data model for the description of live
music recordings in a collection.
Figure 1 shows an excerpt of the data model focussing
on the representation of the music event and the related audio recordings available in the archive. As
opposed to the Etree linked data service where each
concert recording available in the archive is represented
by an instance of etree:concert, a subclass of
event:Event, we conceptualise each live show as
an event:Event independently from its recordings.
In our model the music performance itself is a subevent of type mo:Performance. The event is linked
to concerts in the Etree Linked Data service, facilitating the integration of Internet Archive metadata and
CALMA audio feature data. The Studio Ontology allows us to model lineage information, i.e. the exact
signal flow from recording with a specific microphone
model onto a specific recording device to the playback
4 http://motools.sourceforge.net/timeline/timeline.html
5 http://motools.sourceforge.net/event/event.html
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device used for transferring the recording to the digital
domain. A reference timeline enables the modelling the
alignment of different recordings of the same performance. In the LMA each recording is made available
as collections of separated files reflecting the concert’s
set list. The segment boundaries for the audio files in
different versions are however often inconsistent due to
the ambiguity of the start and end times of songs in a
live concert, while other recordings may be incomplete.
The reference timeline facilitates the identification of
specific points in time of a given performance, relating them to the corresponding points on the individual audio files’ timelines. The reference timelines are
constructed automatically by the analysis of the audio
recordings [9].
mo:Performance

mo:Performance

event:sub_event

we link to reviews and ratings about shows from the
Live Music Archive.
3.3

Resources Used

With the data model in place we populate it with data
gathered from various platforms created and used by
the Grateful Dead community. The etree.org music
community7 and the Internet Archive have become
prevalent platforms for Grateful Dead fans to share and
discuss the band’s shows, predominantly recorded by
audience members resulting in tapes that have been
passed on over the years through exchange services,
and processed and recombined in various ways. Additional information about the band and their history
can be found on a number of other existing platforms.
These include fan-generated Websites, as well as curated Web resources such as GDAO.

mo:performer
event:sub_event

mo:instrument

event:Event

foaf:Agent

etree
triple
store

mo:Instrument

event:place

:artefact

geo:SpatialThing

CALMA
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Web
resources
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Fig. 2: Partial data model for the representation of
information and artefacts related to events.
Dashed lines indicate a layered model taking
into account different exemplars of an artefact.
We refer to objects related to live music events as artefacts. These include tickets, posters, and other memorabilia, which play a significant role in the live music
experience and their documentation [12, 13]. These
artefacts, and images thereof, are related to events with
the :artefact property. In order to maintain consistency, a signal produced by the concert recording is also
instantiated as an :Artefact (see Figure 2). We also
include information about the performers by decomposing the event to sub-events relating to a foaf:Agent
and a mo:Instrument respectively. Other information that is linked includes geographical information
about the location of an event6 , the venue it took place
at, as well as historical meteorological data. Moreover,
6 http://www.geonames.org/ontology/documentation.html

data flow
query
audio data

Web
application

Fig. 3: Process and architecture of our test application.
3.4

Linking Mechanism and Architecture

Data from these sites has been aggregated using dedicated scripts which parse information and automatically generate RDF data following the data model
described in Section 3.2. The resources represented
on the original sites, such as images or sound files, are
thereby linked directly through URIs. We introduced
new URIs for all events uniquely identified via date
and location and linked all etree:Concert entities
(which represent individual recordings in the LMA) to
the respective event. Via the event ids for each show,
we can now also establish links to the etree linked data
service as well as the CALMA data, which includes
7 http://etree.org
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extracted audio features for each of the recordings. We
also extracted additional audio features for our specific
purposes, which are stored in our triple store.

[4] Jones, A. and Bennett, R. J., editors, The Digital Evolution of Live Music, Chandos Publishing,
2015.

Figure 3 shows the current architecture of the system,
as well as a simplified representation of the linking
process. The Web application uses its own API with
specialised queries for the different application modes,
as well as a Web Audio player which recombines and
streams audio from the LMA.

[5] Bechhofer, S., Page, K., and De Roure, D., “Hello
Cleveland! Linked Data Publication of Live Music Archives,” in Proceedings of WIAMIS, 14th
International Workshop on Image and Audio Analysis for Multimedia Interactive Services, 2013.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

A fundamental difference between our approach and
tailor-made web sites delivering information with a
specific focus is in the flexibility and extensibility of
the data model which provides for a mechanism to automatically align and link metadata aggregated from
different resources. With this approach, we can create user experiences similar to but more flexible than
faceted navigation, recombining resources in new ways
and take advantage of different sources of relations
including audio similarity, metadata and social links.
The current down side of our approach is the need for
building scrapers for certain web resources due to the
fact that the provision of machine processable APIs or
data end-points are still not prevalent, while Semantic
Web end-points providing fully machine interpretable
data about music are still rare.
Future work includes providing a public triple store
and building a public API providing easy access to
the aggregated information in more versatile and less
application-specific ways.
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